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⑤

　□　Your body temperature should be less than 37.5℃.

　□　No cold symptoms such as cough, sore throat, fatique.

　□　No history of visiting countries or regions where infection has spreaded within 

　□　You have to cooperate to prevent corona infection. 

※Please note that if an infected person is found, the above personal information may be 
　　provided to public institutions such as public health centers.
※The personal information you enter will not be used for anything other than the Children's
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 to prevent spreading the new coronavirus infection.  We kindly ask for your cooperation in

 preventing the spread of infection in the Children's Center.

  Date 20      /        /       　　　　　　　　　　　

①

②

③

④

⑤
Checklist

※If you have read and understood the items to be confirmed,please check in the box.　

　□　Your body temperature should be less than 37.5℃.

　□　No cold symptoms such as cough, sore throat, fatique.

　□　No history of visiting countries or regions where infection has spreaded within 

        the last two weeks.

     (Wear a face mask・Wear socks・Keep social distance ・Wash hands ・Gargle)
※Please note that if an infected person is found, the above personal information may be 
　　provided to public institutions such as public health centers.
※The personal information you enter will not be used for anything other than the Children's
　　Hall. In ａｄｄｉｔｉｏｎ,the acquired personal information will be managed appropriately and any 
   information that has passed the one-month deadline will be destroyed.

        the last two weeks.

Children's Hall Visit Card

  Date 20      /        /       　　　　　　　　　　　

Children's Hall Visit Card

Name Phone Number

This Visit Card asks you to check your health condition and how to use the Children's Hall 

 to prevent spreading the new coronavirus infection.  We kindly ask for your cooperation in

 preventing the spread of infection in the Children's Center.

　　Hall. In ａｄｄｉｔｉｏｎ,the acquired personal information will be managed appropriately and any 
   information that has passed the one-month deadline will be destroyed.

     (Wear a face mask・Wear socks・Keep social distance ・Wash hands ・Gargle)

Checklist

※If you have read and understood the items to be confirmed,please check in the box.　

Name Phone Number

This Visit Card asks you to check your health condition and how to use the Children's Hall 
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